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Release Notes   

   

SERVICE: Dualog Connection Suite   

VERSION: 3.00    

RELEASE DATE: 7. December 2020   

   

New features   
New Ship User Interface   

- Flash free   

- New design giving improved user experience.    

- Improved password reset mechanism.   

- Night mode option   

- Differentiates between admin/officer view and crew view.   

Improvements & Bug fixes   
WebMail   

- Upgraded with latest version of RoundCube   

Network Control:   

- Modified timeout values for failover to reduce traffic overhead.  

- Added feature to route local networks to different carriers.    

Security improvements:   

- php upgraded to version (7.4.10)   

- Apache reconfigured to improve security.    

- Removed security issues in php code.   

- Removed type-in functionality on login page. 

- Removed general admin account.     
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Changes during pilot/beta (3.00.000)   
The pilot/Beta version was released for customer test 20. Nov 2020. This section describes 

changes made from this first version.   

Version 3.00.001 Release 

date: 26. Nov 2020   

Changes:   

- Fixed problem with special characters in password causing login impossible.   

- Fixed problem with webserver only supporting port 80. If different port is configured, the 

Manual Connect feature fails.   

Version 3.00.002: Release 

date: 7. Dec 2020   

Fixes from version 2.x:   

- Fixed rare but critical bug where Connection Suite is not able to parse message received.   

Changes from version 3.00.001:   

- Added link to installer for Antivirus.   

- Added backup/restore of IMAP.   

- Added configuration of IMAP folder shares.   

- Improvements in Manual Connect feedback   

- Added connection log details after manual connect.   

- Access rights reviewed all-around.   

- Improved authentication of APIs used.   

- Fixed bugs in quota management (buy-up limitations)   

- Fixed bug in startpack backup routine, creating too many backups.   
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Version 3.00.003:  
Release date: 22. Jan 2021   

Changes from version 3.00.002:   

- Fixed issues related to manual connections.  

- Fixed issue that caused replications to fail, which sets Connection Suite in a state where it 

looks like it has crashed.  

- Fixed issue related to the deletion of historic messages.  

- Fixed bug with user credentials on API and Service manager that causes manual 

connections to stop working.  

- Fixed bug in WebMail where the address book is missing when composing a new 

message.  

- Fixed bug in UI that prevented the existing hire from being extended.  

- Fixed bug in UI with an improved error message when a hire approval could not be 

initiated.  

- Fixed bug in UI where the last day of months was missing under transaction history - 

Cosmetic Improvements.  

- Fixed bug in UI where connection log could not be open after the error message “Unable 

to communicate with the comm. Equipment.”  

 

 

Version 3.01:  
Release date: 12. May 2021   

Changes from version 3.00.003:   

- Updated RoundCube in Webmail to version 1.4.11 

- Modified the IMAP server service for performance optimization in SQL 

- Added an option to allow or prevent modifications to folder structures. 

- Fixed an issue with Dualog Scheduler, where it does not initiate IMAP backup at 

scheduled time. 

- Fixed an issue with Instant Vessel Kit, where the Oracle password is not updated on both 

the x64 registry and Oracle database. 

- Fixed an issue with reset password trigger to support Oracle 10G. 

 


